When my interest in harness racing began
some fifty years ago, I was told by many in
the sport, that the Australasian pacer
would soon be a relic of the past, bred into
extinction by second rate American
imports!
Indeed current champions I Can Doosit and
Bit Of A Legend are fully American blood and
appear at first glance to confirm this prediction,
although their pedigrees are by no means
second rate.
I recently began to wonder. Was there in fact
ever an Australasian breed to displace? How

The Yanks
are Coming

locally bred is the Australasian horse? Why did
the remarkable Globe Derby empire fade
away? Just how fully Australasian are the
maternal families that our industry is based
upon? Perhaps it was time to reflect on the
impact of these ʻYanksʼ. Or indeed, had the
Yanks been arriving since the very beginning?
Due to restrictions of space, the following
analysis is limited to the evolution of the pacer
only, and neglects the influential imported

The impact of
American imports
on Australian and
New Zealand
breeding

trotting sires, except those that contributed to
the evolution of the pacer. I was a little
surprised at the answers derived from my
analysis. In fact other questions have arisen,
such as; “is there a divergence in the breed
between Australia and New Zealand?”
Let us begin by looking at the maternal
families that
dominate harness racing
internationally.

Maternal families
Ron Groves 2014

In North America, there have been many
thousands of maternal families involved in the
almost two hundred years of racing. America
had no indigenous horses, so the
standardbred originated from a patchwork of
imported thoroughbreds, coaching horses, and
farm horses mingled with wild horses that

evolved from those left by the Spanish

families of Classic Race winners in

conquistadors.

Australasia.

Most of these maternal families are now

Such mares as Berthabell, Estella Amos,

extinct, with only three hundred surviving.

Spangled Maiden, Trix Pointer, and Norice

Indeed, more than ninety percent of North

founded significant families that have been

American Classic Winners now come from just

adopted as homegrown and renamed, despite

one hundred surviving maternal families while

arriving with the leading American bloodlines

almost half of the winners come from just ten

of their day. Their descendants have been

leading families.

producing Classic Winners under this

And what about Australasia? As in America,
the horse was not indigenous. In the 1976

misapprehension for more than one hundred
years.

Preface to the Sires Index (1860-1960), Ken

Berthabell (U301), by the eight time leading

Dyer noted that; the early stud books had

sire of America in Peter the Great, arrived in

completely ignored

the contributions to the

New Zealand in 1913. She was in foal to

foundation of our breed by a combination of

Bingen, twice leading sire of America in the

imported thoroughbreds, together with a

previous five years.

mixture of Norfolk, Lincoln, Welsh and
Yorkshire horses combined with Cleveland
Bays, Scottish trotters and pacers, Hackneys,

TABLE 1: LEADING TWELVE MATERNAL FAMILIES

Family

CR

Dairy Maid *

509

1358

N1

Pride of Lincoln

448

1453

the imported American stallions later worked

N2

Bessie B

296

894

their magic.

N3

Red Diamond

255

675

A1

Verity

293

768

N6

Harold’s Rest

269

699

Black Betty

243

676

N4

Millie C

242

625

N7

Topsy

224

527

U301

Kate by Highland Chief 215

580

U303

Brown Lancet

194

516

U302

Fanny Fern

196

448

Roadsters and Coaching horses. These all
created a diverse group of mares upon which

The difference between North American and
Australasian breeding is one of selection and
magnitude. Although three hundred families
account for almost all horses racing in
America, Australia and New Zealand still have
over seven hundred active families. Of these,
thirty account for nearly one third of Classic
Race winners.

U30

CW

U300

*CW = Classic Winners CR= Classic Race wins

American families in Australasia
More than one hundred American maternal

Berthabell produced six colts that won Classic

families have been imported down under, only

Races, including 1926 Australian Pacing

to have them become extinct in their native
America. As most arrived here some one

Champion Great Bingen and dual New
Zealand Cup winner, Peter Bingen. Along with

hundred years ago, their American foundations

her American bred daughter, they have gone

have been conveniently forgotten. Most have

on to produce two hundred and fifteen winners

since been claimed as Australian or New

of almost six hundred Classic Races.

Zealand families, renamed after the mares that
were initially imported. Ten of these American
families remain among the thirty top producing

Estella Amos (U303), imported following the
Great War, had instant success with triple New
2

Zealand Cup winner Indianapolis. He was

The Jessie Pepper clan produced eighties star

sired by Wrack, an imported son of Peter the

San Simeon who won twenty nine successive

Great, who was three times the leading sire of

races. He was also by an imported American

New Zealand. Her descendants have

sire. Miss Duvall, currently the most exciting

contributed one hundred and ninety four

pacing family in America, is represented in

winners of over five hundred Classic Races.

Australia by the imported Mr Feelgood.

Perhaps the most celebrated of the imported

Smoken Up, the first horse to better 1:50 on

American mares was Norice (U30). Arriving in

Australasian soil, is another fully American

1904, she was immediately successful

bred. His maternal family arrived in the

becoming the leading stake earner of that
year. Her eleven Classic Progeny included top

colonies prior to Federation.

trotter Native King and Derby winning pacer
Nelson Derby, both by the imported Nelson
Bingen. Nelson Derby went on to sire twenty
three Classic Race winners including dual New
Zealand Cup winning mare Haughty, the first
mare to better two minutes outside America.

As far as maternal influence is concerned, the
American maternal families have been
producing more than their share of Classic
Race winners in Australasia for more than one
hundred years.

Australasian maternal families
It is interesting to note at this point that five of
the leading ten American foundation mares are
by Mambrino Chief or his sire line and all but
one have a strong infusion of his blood. Of the
ten leading American foundation mares
imported into Australasia, five are by the
Mambrino Chief sire line.
As shown in Table 1, the New Zealand families
dominate. The only Australian bred maternal
family on the list is Verity who was from a

PETER BINGEN

thoroughbred mare by the imported American

The family actually remains active in America.

sire Vancleve. Her standardbred blood was

The descendants of Norice have accumulated

fully American.

over one thousand Classic Race wins and
have more Classic Winners than any other
family in Australasia. The most recent stars are
millionaires Karloo Mick, Monkey King and
the ill fated Im Victorious.
It should be noted that the leading families of
America are again making their presence felt
through recent imports. The top family, Medio,
is represented by the 2011 Three Year Old
Pacer of the Year, Sushi Sushi, who is one
hundred percent American bred.

The second leading Australian maternal family,
Lady Ajax, was also from a thoroughbred
mare by an imported American sire in Ajax
who was bred 3x2 to American foundation sire
Hambletonian 10.
In fact, an investigation of the pedigrees of the
foundation mares of the leading twenty
Australian families shows that all but three
were by imported American sires with either
Vancleve, Ajax or Childe Harold featuring in
most of them. Only three of the twenty were by
3

colonially bred sires and all of these were

the outstanding siring sons of Hambletonian in

descendants of American imports.

America carried Mambrino Chief blood. Little

Harold himself is especially interesting being
incestuously inbred to Abdallah 1, the sire of
Hambletonian. His son Childe Harold had an

wonder that the current leading maternal
families of Australasia have achieved their
enduring status.

enormous impact on Australian breeding

TABLE 2: LEADING SIRES 1863-1963 (BY CLASSIC WINNERS)

leaving over one hundred Classic Progeny and

Winners

Classic Progeny

being the sire of forty six foundation families.

Thor Hanover

541

197

The sire of his dam was no other than

U Scott

506

470

Mambrino Chief.

Garrison Hanover

501

330

Lordship *

501

279

Light Brigade

451

446

Aachen *

413

165

Dillon Hall

410

316

Raider

370

261

Deep Adios

365

87

Stormyway

346

172

Van Derby *

335

156

Radiant Robert *

335

103

Meadow Vance

334

150

Grattan Loyal

322

269

Rothschild *

318

228

Globe Derby *

315

203

Robert Derby *

308

156

The foundation mare of the third of the leading

Chamfer *

307

86

families, Red Diamond, is by the imported

Noble Scott *

301

108

Blackwood Abdallah who had three crosses to

Springfield Globe *

299

188

Mambrino Chief. The fourth of the group,

* indicates sire foaled in Australasia

Pride of Lincoln, the leading New Zealand
family, bred on through daughter Thelma by
the imported Kentucky, also a descendant of
the now defunct Mambrino Chief sire line. All
four of her enduring daughters were by
imported American sires.
Similarly, the foundation mare of the Bessie B
family was sired by a grandson of Mambrino
Chief while the sire of Bessie B herself was a
grandson of Hambletonian. The most prolific
matron in the family is 1938 Inter Dominion
champion Parisienne. All but two of the
sixteen lines in her pedigree are American.

Harold Rest, is by the imported Childe Harold
a son of Harold from a Mambrino Chief mare.
Of the twenty leading New Zealand maternal
families, six of the foundation mares are by

Australasian sire lines

imported descendants of Mambrino Chief, four

imported American sires in comparison to

by descendants of Childe Harold and three by

those locally bred. Table 2 lists the top twenty

Young Irvington, a grandson of Hambletonian.

producers of winners during the hundred years

Not only are the leading foundation families of

following the first American importations in
1863. It is immediately apparent that there is

Australasia strongly infused with American
blood, they are heavily so to Mambrino Chief.

Let us now attend to the performance of the

not one sire who is not from an American sire
line. Of more interest, however, is the fact that

At the time, Mambrino Chief was the leading

half of the sires on this list are locally bred

non Hambletonian sire line in America and his

sons and grandsons of imported American

daughters were considered the perfect cross
for Hambletonian blood. In fact, almost all of

sires. This would suggest that they had a
4

reasonable impact on the ongoing breed in

The American sire lines in Australasia

Australasia. But is this in fact the case?

In all the tables that follow, the suffixes (A) and

To measure enduring impact it is more

(N) indicate the country in which the sires

appropriate to look at the number of Classic

spent the majority of their careers, rather than

Progeny produced by these sires. This, in

the country of their importation. For example,

effect, is the number of progeny that went on

Vancleve spent his first three years in New

to influence the pedigrees of later Classic

Zealand but conducted his entire stud career

Race winners. Table 3 ranks the leading ten

in Australia. Other sires, such as Huon, were

sires, using this measure, and a different

transferred mid career. In these cases, the

perspective results.

country in which most impact was felt is
indicated.

TABLE 3: LEADING SIRES 1860-1980 (CLASSIC PROGENY)

Classic Progeny

In 1882, Berlin became the first American
standardbred stallion to be imported into New

U Scott

470

Light Brigade

446

Garrison Hanover

330

Dillon Hall

316

Lordship *

279

Grattan Loyal

269

The Hal sire line also faded away under the

Jack Potts

269

weight of Hambletonian blood on both sides of

Raider

261

the equator. Star Pointer was the first horse in

Rothschild*

228

Globe Derby *

203

America to beat the two minute mark, yet his
sire line lasted very briefly. His son Logan

Zealand. He was a grandson of Mambrino
Chief and left an enduring legacy through his
foundation mares, although his sire line faded
away quickly.

Pointer was the leading sire of New Zealand
on seven occasions out of the nine he served
In this table the imported American stallions

at stud but no sons bred on.

totally dominate, with the exception of Globe
Derby and his grandson Lordship, together

TABLE 4: NON HAMBLETONIAN SIRE LINES

with Rothschild from the late nineteenth

## # # # # # # # # #

century. Rothschild was a colonially bred sire

1. MAMBRINO CHIEF

from imported American parents and carried

2. Woodford Mambrino

the best blood available in America at that

3. Berlin (1870) (N)

time.
In turn, both of the broodmares sires in the
pedigree of Lordship were American born and,
in fact, can be found on Table 2.
Australasiaʼs great progenitor, Globe Derby,

Classic Progeny

92

1. TOM HAL (Kittrels)
2. Tom Hal Junior
3. Brown Hal
4. Star Pointer
5. Logan Pointer (1909) (N)

165

also carried a significant amount of American
blood. His sire is another example of a
colonially bred sire from imported parents.
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Hambletonian sire lines

In America, Abdallah 15 was very influential in

While the sons of Hambletonian obliterated all

the makeup of maternal families but his sire

others in America, only four branches survived.

line was extinct early in the twentieth century.

Others left a legacy on the maternal side

In Australia, his sire line survived a further four

before fading into extinction. Again, Australasia

generations through the imported Huon.

mirrored this pattern.

The Echo sire line arrived with St Louis,

Ajax, closely inbred Hambletonian grandson,

imported in uterus with his dam Oakleaf. He

sired fifteen Australian foundation mares while

was incestuously inbred 2x2 to Bob Mason

Prince Imperial and Young Irvington were

with four lines to Hambletonian. As his

strong contributors to the foundation maternal

pedigree shows, his grandson Man OʼWar
was not only bred 3x3 to Vancleve but also

families of New Zealand. However, all three
sire lines quickly became extinct.
TABLE 5: FOUNDATION HAMBLETONIAN SIRE LINES

Sire

Classic Progeny

influence can be seen with twenty two of his

2. Hambletonian 725

2. Young Irvington

15
15

3. Prince Imperial (N)

daughters providing Classic Descendants. It
was a case of class overriding opportunity.

38

Harold, had very limited success in America
but an enormous impact in Australia. Childe

28

Harold and his sons Osterley and Rothschild

106

are influential in the pedigrees of the best

1. Ulster Chief
2. Hambletonian Bell Boy (A)

stud career was limited due to competition
his sons did not breed on, his maternal

1. Guy Miller

1. Irvington (N)

Man OʼWar was a class race horse whose
from newly imported American sires. Although

HAMBLETONIAN 10

3. Ajax 724 (A)

descended from Oakleaf.

maternal families.

1. Abdallah 15
2. Almont
3. Almont Jr.
4. Huon (1879) (A)

38

5. Huon Junior

108

6. Rock Huon

103

7. Machine Brick
6. Lulu Boy

80
82

1. Echo
2. Bob Mason
3. Burlington B
4. St Louis (1889) (A)
5. Peri Huon
6. Man O’War

15
38
59

1. Harold
2. Childe Harold (1871) (A)
3. Osterley
3. Rothschild
2. Vancleve (1881) (A)

116
83
228

MAN OʼWAR

Vancleve, imported into Australia in 1882,
became the first sire to produce one hundred
winners.

122
6

These facts confirm that American sire lines

In many respects, Globe Derby may be

were integral to the evolution of the

considered the Hambletonian of Australasia, in

standardbred in Australasia from the very

that his potency endured through his sons and

beginning.

grandsons. He was possibly the most

Many claim that the arrival of the new breed of
Electioneer sires, in the seventies and
eighties, swamped the breed as it had evolved
to that time leading it in a similar direction to
that of America. Perhaps, but it certainly did
not destroy any Australasian sire line for there
was, in fact, no such sire line to destroy.
GLOBE DERBY

successful standardbred siring influence
outside America. As Table 6 shows, his
progeny bred on for at least four generations
and contributed to the evolution of the breed.
His most successful sons and grandsons,
however, were infused with even more
imported American blood.
TABLE 6: GLOBE DERBY SIRE LINE

Classic Progeny

Although he was the leading pacing son of
Hambletonian 10, Strathmore gained few
opportunities at stud in America at a time when
trotting was the preferred gait. As a
consequence, his sire line did not survive.

Hambletonian 10
1. Strathmore
2. Steinway
3. Charles Derby
4. Owyhee (A)

In Australasia, however, it was a very different
story. His descendant Globe Derby founded a
sire line that dominated Australasian breeding
for decades.

5. Mambrino Derby

42
34

6. Globe Derby

198

7. Dalla Derby

43

7. Globe Dorell

38

7. Logan Derby

56

8. Johnny Globe

190

9. Lordship

279

7. New Derby

75

7. Our Globe

78

7. Robert Derby

156

8. Lawn Derby

130

9. Peak Hill

15

10. Silver Peak

81

Although a colonially bred stallion, the

8. Radiant Robert

pedigree of Globe Derby was strongly
influenced by American imports. Not only was

8. Young Bob
7. Springfield Globe

103
52
188

his sire fully American, but so were all three of

8. Aachen

165

his broodmare sires. Of special interest, given

7. Van Derby

156

what has been discussed above, is that these

8. Van Ayr

broodmare sires provided a 3x4 cross to

7. Walla Walla

89
101

Mambrino Chief plus an input of Harold and
Abdallah 15 blood, three of the best
broodmare sires of that time.

Grandson Johnny Globe, the best son of
Logan Derby, retired as the highest ever stake
earner, thoroughbred or standardbred, in New
7

Zealand. He became the leading sire in New

Avian Derby and both entered the two minute

Zealand, of both trotters and pacers. He was

list. Ribands was bred 3x3 to Globe Derby.

from a wholly American maternal family while
six of the eight lines of his sire were of
American origin.

Lawn Derby also sired four NSW Derby
winners and it was one of these, Peak Hill, that
extended his line. Peak Hill served only one

Both on the track and at stud, Lordship was

season at stud before his untimely death. His

the greatest of all the Globe Derby line with his

son Silver Peak won a Hunter Cup. Both Peak

offspring including one hundred Classic

Hill and Silver Peak were from maternal

Winners.

families with no American blood.

Again, his pedigree was strongly

American with his first two broodmare sires, U
Scott and Jack Potts, featuring on the list of
greatest American imported sires shown
above.
It is most unfortunate that none of the sons of
Lordship were to extend the line that had
reached its pinnacle with his racing and siring
performance.

The sons of Lawn Derby could not extend the
line however, and he became the last of the
Robert Derby branch.
In addition to extending the sire line, Inter
Dominion Champion Springfield Globe
became the most successful of the broodmare
sires by Globe Derby.

The second of the top branches from Globe
Derby was created through 1928 Victorian
Derby winner Robert Derby. His pedigree
shows his grand dam being inbred 3x3 to
Harold.
At stud he sired many young champions but
his greatest was New South Wales Derby
winner Lawn Derby, the first horse outside
America to better two minutes. Interestingly,

Globe Derby, and his sire line, dominated

the broodmare sire of Lawn Derby was bred

Australian racing for two decades and

3x3 to Childe Harold.

extended the Strathmore line for an additional
six generations before fading into the history
books. While it was undoubtedly the most
successful sire line outside America, it is worth
considering the first two tables more closely.
While the Globe Derby sire line has ten of the
top twenty producers of winners in Table 1 it
has only two of the ten in Table 2. This would
indicate that the sire line made a significant

LAWN DERBY : THE FIRST AUSTRALASIAN 2:00 MILE

contribution to the production of winners, at the
time, yet their descendants did not contribute
greatly to the ongoing evolution of the breed.

At stud Lawn Derby sired both Inter Dominion

This was left to other American imports.

Champion Ribands and Hunter Cup winner
8

George Wilkes line

Although becoming infertile after only eight

While the Globe Derby line was leading the

seasons at stud, Hal Tryax sired one hundred

way in Australasia, the most dominant sire line

and forty winners and thirty three Classic Race

in America in the first half of the twentieth

winners. It was their class that ensured he

century had little impact in Australia. It did,

takes his place as one of the greatest sires in

however, perform with distinction in New

New Zealand.

Zealand where its influence is still being felt
today. This in fact was the George Wilkes line,

TABLE 8: THE AXWORTHY BRANCH

Classic Progeny

represented through a number of branches.
HAMBLETONIAN 10
1. George Wilkes

TABLE 7: THE GRATTAN BRANCH

Classic Progeny

2. William L
3. Axtell

Hambletonian 10

4. Axworthy

1. George Wilkes

5. Guy Axworthy

2. Wilkes Boy

6. Truax

3. Grattan

7. Calumet Chuck

4. Grattan Royal
5. Grattan Loyal (N)
6. Gold Bar

269
96

9. Bachelor Hanover (N)
10. Noodlum

5. Grattan McKinney
6. Josedale Grattan (N)

8. Nibble Hanover

129

189
139

7. Tryax
8. Hal Tryax (N)

110

The George Wilkes clan is well represented in
New Zealand by both Brent Locanda, with

Of interest in his pedigree is the great

sixty Classic Progeny and Bill B with fifty

broodmare Roya McKinney, dam of Scotland.

three. The best however, was a moderately
successful racehorse, the imported Grattan

This means that any of his progeny, when
crossed with the imported sires U Scott,

Loyal. He was leading sire of New Zealand in

Thunder On or Hundred Proof, would acquire

1947 but fell under the shadow of Light
Brigade. His outstanding son Gold Bar sired

inbreeding to this mare.

Brahman who had limited success at stud. The

Bay, winner of an incredible fifty nine Classic

sire line did not progress further.

Races. The second crop left champion mare

Imported into New Zealand in 1937, Josedale

Robin Dundee, winner of twenty six Classic

Grattan won the New Zealand Cup before

Races while the fourth crop produced Tactile,

retiring to stud where he sired forty seven

winner of nineteen Classic Races and the first

Classic Winners.

Australasian pacer to win five Derbys.

These included four Derby

The first crop by Hal Tryax produced Cardigan

winners but his greatest impact was on the

Tactile had an excellent pedigree with his dam

maternal side of the pedigree. No sons had

by the leading sire Light Brigade and his grand

much success at stud.

dam by Grattan Loyal. Unfortunately neither he

Most of the George Wilkes success came

nor any of his sons proved successful in

through the branch from Axworthy, outlined in

extending the sire line, although his impact on

Table 8.

the maternal line is still being felt.
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Having little success at stud in America,

three occasions. Garrison Hanover sired one

Bachelor Hanover was exported to New

hundred and twelve Classic Winners.

Zealand as a twelve year old where he twice
became the leading sire and four times the
leading broodmare sire.

TABLE 9: THE DICTATOR SIRE LINE

!! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Hambletonian 10

His grand dam, Spinster, was the dam of

1. Dictator

champion sire Light Brigade, affording local

2. Director

breeders another opportunity to inbreed to

3. Direct

leading American dams.

Classic Progeny

4. Direct Hal
5. Walter Direct

Bachelor Hanover sired forty four Classic
Winners. The best were Arapaho who claimed

6. Jack Potts (N)

269

6. Napoleon Direct

twenty Classic Race wins and Noodlum with

7. Billy Direct

twenty two. Noodlum was the champion two

8. Garrison Hanover (N)

and three year old pacer of New Zealand. At
stud he was the leading sire on three

9. Garry Rowan

occasions but failed to sire on. The Axworthy

10. Classic Garry

330
53
154

8. Tar Heel

sire line faded away with him.

The Dictator sire line

9. Armbro Del (N)

186

9. Kentucky (A)

126

From the earliest days of imports, the Dictator
sire line was very successful in Australasia,
although it now appears to have died out, as in
America.
The first of the Dictator line to be imported was

It was a lesser racing son, South Australian
Cup winner Garry Rowan, that extended the
sire line.

Marvin Wilkes in 1908. Although afforded

The entirely American pedigree of Garry

limited stud opportunities he sired eighty one

Rowan boasts U Scott, Dillon Hall and Wrack

winners and sixteen Classic Winners.

as his three broodmare sires. All three, as we

By far the most successful sire of the Dictator
line to come to New Zealand, Jack Potts
became the leading sire of New Zealand for
nine consecutive years. He sired one hundred
and two Classic Winners. His progeny boasted
two Inter Dominion Champions in Emulous

have seen, are among the leading imported
American sires. At stud Garry Rowan sired
twenty seven Classic Winners.
His fastest son was Classic Garry, the first
horse to enter the 1:55 list in Australia. His
broodmare sire, Gay Reveler, was three time

and Pot Luck and a dual New Zealand Cup

leading broodmare sire of two and three year

winner in Lucky Jack. No progeny extended

old winners.

the sire line.

The pedigree of Gay Reveler was again wholly

The best son of Billy Direct to be imported into

American, supported by a 3x3 cross to The

New Zealand was Garrison Hanover. His

Abbe. Kimberlene, the sire of his grandam,

pedigree contained the leading sire and

was closely inbred 2x2 to Jack Potts thus
giving an even stronger infusion of Dictator

broodmare sires of America at that time and he
became the leading sire of New Zealand on

blood.
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At stud, Classic Garry was successful as a sire

TABLE 10: PETER THE GREAT BRANCH

Classic Progeny

of early speed. Among his one hundred and
fifty four Classic Progeny were seventy one

HAMBLETONIAN

Classic Winners. Classic Garry was the

1. Happy Medium

leading broodmare sire of two and three year

2. Pilot Medium
3. Peter the Great

olds in Australia on seven occasions between

4. The Laurel Hall

2001 and 2008.
The most successful of the sons of Tar Heel
imported into New Zealand, Armbro Del, sired

5. Dillon Hall (N)

316

6. Chamfer (A)

86

4. Wrack (N)

three hundred and eighteen winners and fifty
eight Classic Winners. He was the leading sire

5. Indianapolis

154
46

4. Peter Scott

of two and three year old winners and five

5. Scotland

times leading broodmare sire in New Zealand.

6. Hoot Mon

Kentucky was the best race performed son of

7. Scottish Hanover (N)

Tar Heel imported into Australia. He became

6. U Scott (N)

128
470

the leading sire of two and three year olds in

7. Highland Fling

62

Australia on four occasions and leading sire of

7. Morano

77

winners twice. His fifty two Classic Winners

7. Noble Scott

included a host of juvenile standouts.

8. James Scott
7. Scottish Command

As was the case with Tar Heel in America, his
sons also failed to progress his branch of the

7. Young Charles

108
45
81
104

sire line in Australasia, although they again left
a significant contribution to the broodmare
band.

Dillon Hall became the Leading Stake Earning
Sire of New Zealand five times and repeated

The Happy Medium sire line

this feat as a broodmare sire.

A third leading American sire line that was

His son Chamfer was leading sire of winners

imported into Australasia prior to the Second
World War was that of Happy Medium, better

in Australia for seven consecutive years. The
three broodmare sires of Chamfer were

known here by their branch names of Peter the

predominantly American blood.

Great ( or Scotland), and Volomite.

Among the imported descendants of Scotland,

The most successful of the early importations
was Wrack, a free legged pacing son of Peter

Scottish Hanover was closely inbred 2x3 to

the Great, who had raced on the American

broodmare sire. Scottish Hanover was twice

Grand Circuit. He became the leading sire of

the leading sire of New Zealand, yet despite

New Zealand on three occasions.

possessing this class pedigree he did not sire

The progeny of Wrack won seven Derbys and

Scotland and also boasted Volomite as his

on.

Indianapolis, winner of a record three New

U Scott is the greatest sire ever imported into
New Zealand. Not only was he the leading

Zealand Cups. Indianapolis sired seventy four

stake earning sire of New Zealand on nine

winners but his line died with him.

occasions he also topped the broodmare sires

five New Zealand Cups. His best was

list on ten occasions and the Australian list six
11

times. Many sons of U Scott also carried the

years. As Table 11 shows, three of his siring

line further with the best of them shown in

sons also made creditable contributions.

Table 10.

Stormyway, imported into New Zealand then

Except for Light Brigade, his dominance was

Australia, featured for six years as the leading

unchallenged until the arrival of the sons of

broodmare sire of younger horses.

Albatross in the Modern Era.

There has been considerable debate on which

The sons of Volomite also had an enormous

of the great duo of U Scott and Light Brigade

impact upon the evolution of the standardbred

had the greatest impact on the evolution of the

in Australasia. The four imported sons, listed in

breed in Australasia. Light Brigade was the

Table 11 were followed more recently by
Modern Era descendants.

leading sire of stake winning trotters in New
Zealand a record fifteen times but as a sire of
pacers he was headed by Dillon Hall and then

TABLE 11: THE VOLOMITE BRANCH

U Scott during this period. As Table 11 shows,

Classic Progeny
HAMBLETONIAN

six of his sons continued to have an impact
upon the breed.

1. Happy Medium
2. Pilot Medium
3. Peter the Great
4. Peter Volo
5. Raider (A)

261

6. Lawn Raider

58

6. Raiarmagh

62

6. Sky Raider

42

5. Volomite
6. Flying Song (N)
6. Intangible (A)
6. Light Brigade (N)

109
81
446

7. Ardri

65

7. Court Martial

69

7. Fallacy

LIGHT BRIGADE

157

7. Grand Monarch

26

If you reflect on the (A) and (N) suffixes

8. Royal Dollar

75

defining the country of importation, then an

123

important trend emerges. While Australia

67

followed the Globe Derby phenomena, New

7. Local Light
7. Scottish Brigade

Zealand had the luxury of a large number of

6. Poplar Byrd

quality sire imports.

7. Bye Bye Byrd
8. Out to Win (N)
6. Stormyway (N/A)

148

Much of this may be explained by the ban on

172

imported sires for the decade of the 1940s.
New Zealand had the wisdom, or good fortune,

Raider, the imported son of Peter Volo,
became a standout sire in Australia, being the
leading sire of winners for eight consecutive

of having imported the Dictator, Peter the
Great and Volomite branches prior to this ban.
This, along with the Foundation Era infusion
of Mambrino Chief blood, may go some way
12

in explaining why their maternal families

Ribbonwood was then exported to stand at

continue to outperform those of Australia.

stud in Australia, where he became one of the

The Electioneer pacing sire line is now the
most important in both America and
Australasia. As shown in Table 12, three
branches made contributions to the pedigrees

leading sires with two hundred and fifty eight
winners and fifty six Classic Winners. This was
a remarkable achievement given that many of
the dams he covered were non-standardbreds.

of early maternal families. Abbey Bells spent

Blue Mountain King, by Ribbonwood from a

seventeen years at stud, producing one

mare that was intensely inbred to Childe

hundred and sixty four winners. His grandam,

Harold, had limited patronage but enormous

Miss Russell also produced Nutwood, the
leading sire of America on two occasions. The

impact as Table 17 below reveals.

pedigree of Abbey Bells was as good as any
horse imported into Australia up to that time.

Mauritius spent twenty years at stud while
Nelson Bingen was the leading sire on two
occasions. As in America, all other Electioneer

Wildwood was imported to New Zealand as a

branches finally succumbed to the branch from

two year old and briefly held the New Zealand

Chimes.

trotting record. His son Ribbonwood, held the
New Zealand pacing record as a two, three

The greatest sires

and four year old and became the first pacer to

The first imported American sire was Vermont

enter the 2:10 list. His dam was another of the

Boy, in 1863, a grandson of the very

foundation mares by the imported Young
Irvington.

successful Morgan sire, Black Hawk. In the
century, some forty six American sires were
imported into Australia and twenty four into

TABLE 12: ELECTIONEER SIRE LINE

!! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

Classic Progeny

New Zealand. Table 13, below, lists the most
successful eight sires in order of arrival.

Hambletonian 10
1. Electioneer 125

A closer look at this table shows some of the

2. Bow Bells
3. Abbey Bells (A)

following thirty seven years to the end of the

differences emerging in the pedigree
119

structures of the developing maternal families.

2. Good Gift
3. Wildwood (N)
4. Ribbonwood (A)
5. Blue Mountain King
4. Wildwood Junior

98
147

Imp Winners

CP

Childe Harold (A)

1882

77

116

90

Honesty (A)

1882

40

68

Berlin (N)

1882

84

92

Blackwood Abdallah (N)

1882

60

53

Vancleve (A)

1884

101

122

Wildwood (N)

1894

115

98

Huon (A)

1887

32

38

Tuxedo (A)

1895

88

81

3. Bingen

4. Nelson Bingen (N)

Sire

31

2. May King

4. Mauritius (N-A)

TABLE 13: FOUNDATION ERA IMPORTED SIRES

72
131

2. Chimes
3. The Abbe
4. Abbedale

(A) and (N) indicate country where sire based

5. Hal Dale
6. Nephew Hal (A)

46

13

The three most enduring influences in

Of these twenty, only three arrived in

Australia were Childe Harold, Vancleve and

Australia. This left the Globe Derby empire

Tuxedo. All three were sons of Harold, by the

virtually unchallenged in promoting the breed,

great Hambletonian 10. On their maternal side,

although the impact of Raider, a son of

all three carried the best broodmare sire blood

Volomite, proved to be exceptional.

available in America.

In defence of the achievement of Globe Derby,

Two of the most enduring of the New Zealand

it should be noted that a mere five of his 197

imports on Table 13, Berlin and Blackwood

Classic Progeny (less than 3%) came from the

Abdallah, represent the Mambrino Chief sire

leading maternal families of Table 1. More than

line. This is the sire line that proved so
influential on the maternal side of American

half were from families that are now extinct.

pedigrees.

In contrast, U Scott produced 24% of his
Classic Progeny from these leading maternal

Pedigree structures changed again in the early

families while Light Brigade produced 25%,

twentieth century and Table 14 lists the twenty

Garrison Hanover 23% and Wrack 30%. Like

most influential sires imported between 1900

many of the greatest sires, Globe Derby

and the start of the embargo on American

produced champion performers from average

horses in 1940.

mares.
In New Zealand there were enormous inputs

TABLE 14: IMPORTED SIRES 1900-1940

Sire

ImportedWinners CP

from the Peter the Great, Grattan, Axworthy
and Dictator branches. While not denigrating
the Globe Derby line, New Zealand breeders

Owyhee (A)

1902

56

42

Abbey Bells (A)

1904

164

119

Mauritius (N)

1905

118

72

Harold Dillon (N)

1905

189

149

Great Audubon (N)

1913

139

82

When the embargo was lifted in the early fifties

Nelson Bingen (N)

1914

219

131

and the importation of American sires

Don Pronto (A)

1915

186

107

recommenced, the structure of pedigrees in

Logan Pointer (N)

1915

191

165

Australia and New Zealand continued to

Rey De Oro (N)

1922

230

177

diverge.

Jack Potts (N)

1923

275

269

Travis Axworthy (N)

1924

100

77

Wrack (N)

1924

193

154

excess of one hundred Classic Progeny but
only two of these were imported into Australia.

Grattan Loyal (N)

1930

322

269

New Zealand breeders had opportunities to

U Scott (N)

1935

506

470

widen their pedigrees to include further Direct,

Quite Sure (N)

1936

267

156

Axworthy and Volomite sire lines. Australian

Josedale Grattan (N)

1937

228

129

breeders were more restricted.

Sandydale (N)

1937

185

121

Dillon Hall (N)

1939

410

316

Raider (A)

1939

Light Brigade (N)

1940

370
451

261
446

were given a richer and broader broodmare
band from which to advance their breed.

Twelve of the sires in Table 15 produced in

To conclude the analysis of the first hundred
years, Table 16 ranks the leading Australasian
sires by the Classic Winners produced by their
daughters. Anchored by Globe Derby, it
provides an indication of the enduring impact

14

of the sires in each country in terms of their

from 1943 to 1947, Raider was the leading sire

legacy as broodmare sires.

of winners in Australia for eight consecutive
years from 1948.

TABLE 15: POST EMBARGO SIRES

Sire

Import Winners

CP

Medoro (N)

1950

129

74

Smokey Hanover (N)

1953

289

153

Gay Reveler (A)

1954

233

84

Flying Song (N)

1955

222

109

Garrison Hanover (N)

1955

501

320

Hal Tryax (N)

1955

140

105

Stormyway (N)

1955

346

164

Stanton Hal (A)

1955

203

54

Intangible (A)

1956

198

72

Golden Adios (A)

1957

247

73

Dick Adios (N-A)

1959

201

93

Meadow Vance (A)

1959

334

143

Thor Hanover (A)

1967

541

187

Thurber Frost (N)

1961

163

106

Hi Los Forbes (N)

1962

143

66

Deep Adios (A)

1962

365

78

Lumber Dream (N)

1965

323

216

Armbro Del (N)

1967

318

178

Raider Frost (A)

1962

232

48

Scottish Hanover (N)

1967

295

124

Bachelor Hanover (N)

1965

245

180

Despite these statistical limitations,

the ten

leading sires of Table 17 make remarkable
reading.
TABLE 16: LEADING BROODMARE SIRES

Ranked by Classic Winners from daughters
CP

CW

1000

321

Light Brigade

697

207

Dillon Hall

521

170

Grattan Loyal

457

155

Lordship *

327

144

Windshield Wiper

185

108

Garrison Hanover

387

106

Logan Pointer

291

104

Rey De Oro

306

104

Rothschild*

195

82

Thor Hanover

158

72

Raider

225

71

Stormyway

232

69

Globe Derby *

169

47

U Scott

* indicates sire foaled in Australasia

American foaling figures are similarly sketchy
Table 16 also shows the importance of

prior to 1940. Over the last seventy years,

Rothschild and to that divergent group of sires
that reached New Zealand whilst the

Adios is a clear standout with 310 Classic
Progeny from 589 foals (a ratio of .526). He is

Australian breeders appeared content to

followed by the great trotting sire Valley Victory

support the status quo.

(.464) then Meadow Skipper (.351).

A final measure of the impact of these sires

Perhaps, the most interesting revelation of

upon the Australasian standardbred can be

Table 17 is the performance of New Zealand

gained by ranking them in terms of Classic
Progeny sired as a ratio to the number of foals

bred Blue Mountain King from very limited

produced.

World War.

Unfortunately this table is limited by the fact

A second point of interest is that the next five

that most of the foaling statistics for the earlier
sires are unknown. Unfortunately, this includes

sires on the list represent five different sire line
branches. And thirdly, all ten sires stood in

Raider who arrived the year before the

New Zealand.

opportunities during the years of the First

embargo. While records were not compiled
15

TABLE 17: LEADING SIRES 1863-1963 (BY WINNERS)

Closely following U Scott is Light Brigade who

Foals

CP

Ratio

was the leading trotting sire of New Zealand

55

30

.545

for fifteen years while Jack Potts was the

U Scott

878

463

.527

leading sire on nine occasions.

Light Brigade

889

432

.486

Jack Potts

615

269

.437

Grattan Loyal

718

263

.366

Dillon Hall

857

309

.361

Wrack

430

154

.358

Hal Tryax

302

107

.354

Man OWar *

178

61

.343

Rey de Oro

556

175

.315

Blue Mountain King *

* indicates sire foaled in Australasia

The standout is U Scott, with a greater ratio
than any sire in the history of the breed,
anywhere in the world. Imported to New
Zealand as a three year old trotter, he was
converted to the pacing gait winning eleven of
his thirty races before retiring due to injury.
He was the leading sire then broodmare sire of
New Zealand on ten occasions. In addition, U
Scott was the leading broodmare sire of
Australia six times despite never standing at
stud in that country.

While these three sires never approached the
impact that Adios, Meadow Skipper, Tar Heel
or Albatross had upon the breed, their
contribution to the standardbred in Australasia
was enormous and is still being felt today.

Recent imports
The impact of the early American sire imports
in shaping Australasian foundation maternal
families has been shown to be enormous.
Their contribution to the evolution of the
Australasian standardbred has continued
unabated now for more than one hundred
years.
While the Globe Derby line briefly shaped the
breed, their contribution was neither enduring
nor without challenge. In their years of
domination,
further American imports
continued to mould a breed not dissimilar to

He was the leading sire of 2:00 performers

that evolving in America, particularly in New

outside America and his exported daughters

Zealand.

saw him feature on the US Broodmare sires
list on eight occasions.

The breed continues to diverge between
Australia and New Zealand and Table 18 ranks
the sires imported over the last thirty years.
There is still a marked pedigree difference
between those selected in each country and
the repercussions will probably not be felt for a
few decades to come. Given what has been
shown to this point, you can make your own
judgements on the likely outcomes.
The Meadow Skipper and Adios lines account
for eleven of the fourteen sires on Table 18,
but a son of Tar Heel outshines them from a
small crop.

U SCOTT- AUSTRALASIAʼS MOST SUCCESSFUL SIRE

Although only once being the Leading Sire of
Pacers in New Zealand, In the Pocket topped
16

the two and three year old stakes earnings list

TABLE 19: LEADING BROODMARE SIRES- MODERN ERA

eleven times. His locally bred son Christian

Classic winners from daughters

Cullen, betters his sire in Classic Progeny

Holmes Hanover

181

produced. This is the first time that the son of

Sokys Atom

158

an imported sire has achieved this feat.

Vance Hanover

152

Armbro Del

121

TABLE 18: LEADING SIRES- MODERN ERA

Foals

CP

Ratio

896

186

.208

So in answer to my opening query on the

In the Pocket *

1453

229

.158

impact of American imports- the ʻYanksʼ have

Vance Hanover

1936

292

.151

been coming for one hundred and fifty years

Fake Left

1532

227

.148

and have totally shaped Australasian breeding.

Sokys Atom

2514

284

.113

Smooth Fella

2947

329

.112

Holmes Hanover

3738

407

.109

Falcon Seelster *

2065

208

.101

Whats Next

1754

151

.086

Safely Kept

2193

171

.078

Armbro Operative

2754

184

.067

Live or Die

2877

188

.065

Armbro Del

* Australasian progeny only

Indeed the Australasian standardbred now
differs little in makeup from those of America.
With the rapidity in the arrival and quality of
recent sire imports, this trend is likely to
converge even further.
What is even more interesting is the
divergence in the breed between Australia and
New Zealand. The influence of Mambrino
Chief sires in the foundation years in New
Zealand, together with the far greater infusion
of Peter the Great and Direct blood later has
left a much stronger and more broadly based
group of maternal families. This has been
extended even further with the success of the
imported sons of Albatross.

HOLMES HANOVER

Table 19 lists the leading broodmare sires over
the last thirty years and makes an interesting
comparison to Table 16 above, especially with
the impact by the three sons of Albatross.
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